RADIO 5 LOG / 1
RADIO 5 LOG, recording system audio that allows recording 24 hour
channel, admits follow up of the emitted to the air, legal copy, etc...
Consists of a recording module, in any Windows® compatible audio
format (MP3, WAV, etc.) and a player for subsequent consultation,
performs continuous recording 24 hours in blocks defined by the
user. It can be installed on a network or in a central database server.

Recording of 1 stereo channel or 2
mono channels at the same time.

Reproduction of audio recording
starting from date and time.

RADIO 5 LOG/1 allows defining blocks time recording or record
24 hour blocks.

Format of compatible compression
with any audio editor.

RADIO 5 LOG/1 is an ideal system to cover multiple tasks within a
station or check-up of advertising agency.

Compression in MP3, WAV, WMA,
etc.

It different types of work make this product an indispensable tool
when it comes to having an electronic registry of emission
environment.

Compatible with Windows XP,
SEVEN and Windows 8.

To news formatted radios, RADIO 5 LOG/1 defines blocks time
recordings generating complete independence between the
operator and the editor, since this does not require the attention of
the operator to record the news blocks that requires.
Fully configurable network and recording format full compatible
with Windows® make RADIO 5 LOG/1 a necessary tool for the
audit of the emitted to the air.

Obtaining of a real copy of the
emission.

Benefits

RADIO 5 LOG/1 records in simultaneous 1 stereo channel or 2
mono channels, at Windows® compatible format, accessing their
posterior edition with any audio editor.

More quantity of hours of
recording in minimum disk space.
Security and confidence.
Instant recovery of block
recording.
Audio identification in folder per
canal.
Configurable in network.

www.radio5online.com

Characteristics

Definition of schedules blocks of
recording.

RADIO 5 LOG is a software developed entirely in 32 bits, whose
execution platform is Windows®, supporting any compatible
hardware, enabling the user to maximize performance and lower
costs through greater recording time on less disk space.
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